During the two years I have spent on this side of the world I have devoted a good deal of attention to the sanitary arrangements of hospitals, and have also been called upon to visit the poor ; so that I have had ample opportunity, sought and unsought, to study sanitation at its best and worst. These studies are the foundation of the opinions I hold, and the laws I desire to explain concerning Health in our Homes.
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The greater part of my experience has occurred in Scotland, where the flat system, recently introduced in London, has been in full swing for countless generations; only in Edinburgh they do not speak of living in a flat, they say they live "up a common stair." Anyone who has gone up these common stairs, either in London or in Scotland, must be well acquainted with the close and disagreeable atmosphere that is met there, and how very rare it is to find any improvement in these respects on entering the dwellings of the poor. The " stuffiness" is almost unendurable to any one who is used to even a moderate amount of air. It is needless to say how injurious this is to all who live in these places, and it is often the result of the ignorance or carelessness of the elder and more responsible members of the family. Sometimes it is the builder's fault, but not often. Let us give even the "jerry builder" his due, and admit that he oftener affords unnecessary facilities for the entrance of air by means of ill-fitting windows and doors, than does anything to prevent some sort of ventilation.
Unfortunately the air that comes in from the common stair is by no means of the best quality, and other means of ventilation must be sought. Where it is practicable it is well to put in a Tobin's tube in the wall opening on the outer air at the lower, and in the room at the upper end. In some houses you will find that this has been done in the building, in which case it is wise to explain to the inhabitants that the grating in the wall should not be choked up with a duster or have brown paper pasted over it. I have seen both methods of rendering the tube useless practised.
Where It is needless to state that they should be well and frequently swept, but the process of sweeping may do harm by raising the dust and scattering it about the room. Anyone entering the room while this dust is floating in the air will be liable to inhale it, though if it has had time to settle, the movement of persons about the room will not again raise it. It is desirable, therefore, that a carpet should be swept a considerable time before the room is occupied, or if this is impracticable, there is nothing better than the time-honoured plan of scattering damp tea leaves on the carpet before sweeping it. The dust then adheres to the surface of the leaves and does not rise at all.
The present fashion of having a carpet only in the centre of the room, with two or three feet of painted or varnished wood between it and the wall is decidedly to be commended on hygienic grounds.
In the space at my command it is not possible for me to do more than give a few hints. Much has been omitted, much I must assume your own common-sense has taught you ; but I trust I have said enough to suggest to you one or two ways to attain Health in our Homes.
